Bluebook Whitepages
Model and Example Citations

**Cases (Rule 10; p. 94)**

**MODEL:** Names of Both Parties, Reporter Volume Number and Specific Reporter in which Case Reported and First Page of Case (Court (if applicable) and Date of Decision).

**NOTE:** *Whitepages case citations do not use small caps typeface.*

**Whitepages:**

**Constitutions (Rule 11; p. 118)**

**MODEL:** Abbreviation for the Constitution Cited and the Abbreviation for the Amendment Cited and the Number of the Amendment Cited.

**Whitepages:**
- U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
- VA CONST. art. I.

**Statutes and Court Rules (Rule 12; p. 111)**

**MODEL:** Statute's Title Number (if applicable) and the Abbreviation of the Code Cited and the Section Symbol and Section Cited (Date of the Code Edition Being Cited). *(Court rule citations should include the abbreviation of the rule being cited and the number of the rule in question.)*

**Whitepages:**
- F.LA. STAT. § 120.42 (2000).
- FED. R. CIV. P. 26(b).
Books (Rule 15; p. 149)

**MODEL:** Author(s), Title and Pinpoint Citation of Specific Page Being Cited (Edition and Editors and Translators if applicable and Date of Publication). *(Two authors are separated by an ampersand; if the book has more than 3 authors, the first author is listed with “et al.”)*

Whitepages:

- **TRUCK ACCIDENT LITIGATION** 106 (Laura L. Ruhl & Mary Kay Owen, eds., 3rd ed. 2012).
- **MICHAEL D. WIMS ET AL., HOW TO TRY A MURDER CASE: PRETRIAL AND TRIAL GUIDELINES FOR PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE** 56 (2012).

Periodicals (Rule 16; p. 147)

**MODEL:** Author's Full Name, Title of the Article, Volume Number of the Journal and Journal's Abbreviation and Page on Which the Article Begins, Pinpoint Citation for Page Being Cited (Date of Publication). *(Magazine citations should include the date of publication with the page number at the end of the citation.)*

Whitepages:


Internet Sources (Rule 18; p. 164)

**MODEL:** Name of the Author (if available), Title of the Specific Page (if applicable), Title of the Main Web Page (Day and Time of Publication), URL. *(If no date of publication is available, use "last visited" and the date in parentheses at the end of the citation.)*

Whitepages: